As the local community quarterback, Growing Together is supporting the collaboration of partners in Kendall-Whittier to advance a resident-driven plan of inclusive neighborhood revitalization that improves the outcomes for its children.

Growing Together maintains:

- Strong community engagement
- Measures success for a neighborhood plan
- Secures support and partnerships to assure that goals are met

The work is being led by a resident-driven neighborhood improvement plan that aligns with Purpose Built Communities’ pillars.

Growing Together has strong, performance-driven, trusting relationships with key partners, funders, parents and stakeholders.

Our results are tracked toward performance indicators and reflected in an annual report.

Growing Together will create and advance an updated neighborhood revitalization plan that drives the work of the community quarterback and its partners, works to ensure inclusion growth and leads to great outcomes for its kids.

In 2020, Growing Together is working, alongside residents, to update the Kendall-Whittier Neighborhood Revitalization Plan.
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